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Abstract

A model of many symmetrically and locally coupled chaotic oscillators is studied. Partial

chaotic synchronizations associated with spontaneous spatial ordering are demonstrated. Very rich

patterns of the system are revealed, based on partial synchronization analysis. The stabilities of

different partially synchronous spatiotemporal structures and some novel dynamical behaviors of

these states are discussed both numerically and analytically.



I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization of coupled chaotic systems has recently become a topic of great interest [1],

with the intent of realistically modelling spatially extended systems and even turbulent systems,

and with the belief that dominant features of the underlying constituents of extended systems will

be retained in such simple models. For this intention, coupled systems with local interactions are

of significance. Complete synchronization (CS) of chaotic oscillators have been described theoreti-

cally and observed experimentally[1,2]. Recently, partial synchronization (PS), where some of the

subsystems synchronize with each other and others do not, is one of the most important aspects

after the complete synchronization is broken. PS of chaotic oscillators has been extensively inves-

tigated in globally coupled systems, where no space structure can be involved [3]. Very recently,

PS in locally coupled systems has been revealed [4], in which, however, only three subsystems are

involved and the nonsymmetric coupling plays the key role in producing partial synchronization.

To our knowledge, partial synchronizations associated with the spontaneous symmetry breaking

and with different spatial structures in locally and symmetrically coupled chaotic systems have not

yet been systematically investigated. However, this is obviously a very important direction.

In this paper, we study PS in symmetrically and locally coupled chaotic oscillators. Our

basic model is the chain of coupled identical Rossler oscillators [5] with nearest-neighbor diffusive

coupling. It can be written as a set of ordinary differential equations

y'i= Xi + ayi + e(yi-i + yi+x - 2y2)

i= b + Zi(xi - c) + e(zi-\ + Zi+i - 2zi)

— Vi,

where we take a = 0.175, b = 0.4, c = 8.5 which yield a chaotic state of the system, and i =

1,2,..., N represents the spatial location of oscillators in the lattice and e is the coupling coefficient.

Specifically, we focus on the analysis of N = 6, a direct extension to arbitrary N will be briefly

discussed in the conclusion. Due to the structure of the model, the oscillators have the following

symmetries. First, the system is invariant against the change between clockwise direction and

anticlockwise direction due to the symmetric coupling. Second, Eqs.(l) satisfy spatial permutation

symmetry, i.e., they are invariant by the exchange r^rj. Any breaking from these symmetries of

the system state must happen spontaneously [6].

Here, we are concerned with the patterns induced by different kinds of PS in the lattice.

Imagine, we have now 6 seats, sitting on a ring in the order of i = 1,2,..., 6 with 7 being identical to

1, each seat has a certain type of oscillation (suppose totally m ^ 6 types of motions are acceptable),

and different seats can have the same type of oscillation. The question is which arrangements for the

6 seats are acceptable, i.e., which spatial ordering and spatiotemporal patterns can be observed?



These patterns comply with their special spatial dynamics in smooth invariant submanifold of

lower dimension than that of the full phase space with 6 x 3 dimension (6 x 3D) (The submanifold

is invariant in the sense: any orbit originating in the submanifold stays there forever [7]). The

stability of these spatial solutions depend on the dynamics of infinitesimal perturbations that are

transverse to their invariant submanifold. We discuss each of the possible PS solutions in the next

section.

The paper is arranged as follows. In Section II, we find all the possible partially synchronized

spatial structures by theoretical analysis. Both their dynamic equations defined in the invariant

submanifolds and their instability conditions are deduced. In section III, partially synchronous

states and their transverse stabilities are discussed in numerical computation. The actual stable

states of the original coupled oscillators are presented in Section IV. On the base of that we

have found about all of the possible and actual PS structural states in the six coupled chaotic

oscillators, we come to obtain a global information about the dynamics of the coupled system in

full space described by Eqs.(l). The last section presents a brief discussion on the generalization

and application of the findings in this paper.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF PARTIALLY SYNCHRONIZED SPATIAL

STRUCTURES

The case of m = 1 is the trivial case of complete synchronization, and has been studied

extensively in the previous literatures [8]. So, we start from m = 2. In this case, the six oscillators

are divided into two sets. The motion of the oscillators in a same set are identical, we represent it

by a, and those in the other set by b. There are two and only two topologically distinct patterns,

one is {ababab}, and the other is {aabaab}. For instance, the state {aaabbb} can never occur unless

a = b because the a and b sites (i.e., O2> &2 in 010203^1^2^3) have dynamics different from the side

a and b (ai, 63 and 61, 63) if a 5̂  b due to the different couplings [see Eqs.(l) for the dynamics].

Given {ababab}, the 2 x 3D partially synchronous invariant submanifold is defined by r\=r$=rc,

and r2=r4=r&. The full phase space with 6 x 3D can be regarded as a direct product of the

invariant subspace of 2 x 3D and its transverse remainder. Under this consideration, we can make

the following transformation

Ri=ri + r$ + rs, it2=r2 + r4 + r-6

i?3= -2 f |+ r5+4 #4=̂ 3 -r*

i? - , - - 2 - - (2)

Rh=f2 - 2 r4 + r6, it6=r2 - n

Ri=(Xi,Yi,Zi), i = l,2,...N
—>•

In the given invariant submanifold, the motion can be described by only two coordinates R\ and



#2, and the dynamics of {ababab} on the invariant subspace is governed by the equations

X1=-Yl-Zi+2e(X2-X1)

Yl=Xl+aYl+2e{Y2-Yl)

Zx= Zb + \ZXXX - cZx + 2e(Z2 - Zx)
(3)

X2= -Y2 -Z2 + 2e(X1 - X2)

Y2= X2 + aY2 + 2e(Y1 - Y2)

Z2= 36 + \Z2X2 - cZ2 + 2e{Z1 - Z2)

The stability of {ababab} PS state depends on the infinitesimal perturbations in its transverse

remainder subspace, and the dynamics of the perturbations is governed by

= -SYZ - 8Z3 + s{~28X3 - 8X5)

6Y3= 6X3 + a5Y3 + e{-25Y3 - 6Y5)

SZ3= \ZX5X3 + \Xl8Z3 - c5Z3 + e(-2SZ3 - SZ5)

6X4= ~6Y4 - SZ4 + e{-25XA + 5X6)

5Y4= 8Xi + a5YA + e(-2SYA + 8Y6)

8Z4= \ZX8XA + \XX8Z4 - c8Z4 + s{-28Z4 + SZ6)
(4)

8X5= ~SY5 - SZ5 + e{-28X5 - 8X3)

= 8Xb + a8Y5 + e(-2SY5 - 8Y3)

8Z5= \Z28X5 + \X28Zh - c8Z5 + e(-2SZ5 - 8Z3)

8X6= ~8Y& - SZ6 + e{-28X6 + 8X4)

8YG= 8X6 + a8Y6 + s{-28Y6 + 8Y4)

\X28Z6 - c8Z6 + e{-28Z6 + 8Z4)

where (Rx (t), R2 (t)) is a possible solution of {ababab} obtained by the integration of Eqs.(3). The
—»• —>•

stability of the state (Ri (t), R2 (t)) depends on the largest Lyapunov exponent (LE) of Eqs.(4)

A = H m \]n[6{t)/6(0)] (5)

where 8(t) = . / ^ { [ ^ ( t ) ] 2 + [SYj{t)f +

Prom the discussion above, the computation procedure is very clear. Given certain possible

PS solution, first we perform a space transformation into two subspaces, one of which is the

invariant submanifold corresponding to the pattern solution, the other corresponds to its transverse



remainder. Second, we consider the dynamics of infinitesimal perturbations that are transverse to

the invariant submanifold, and calculate the largest LE for the perturbations, then the stability of

the PS solution is determined. Following the same procedure, we can analyze all other PS solutions

of our system described by Eqs.(l).

For the {aabaab} pattern, the 2 x 3D invariant synchronization submanifold is defined by

n=r2=7"4=r'5 and TZ=TQ. The full phase space with 6 x 3D can be built up by the invariant

subspace and its transverse remainder. Under this consideration, we perform the transformation

^ — > - » - $ • — > rf —»• —>
Ri=n +r2 + r4 + r5, R2=r3 + r6

R3=n -r2-n + r5, Ri=r2 - r4

and derive the equations for the evolution of the system on the (i?1? R2) synchronous invariant

submanifold, and the equations for determining the transverse stability in the same manner as

Eqs.(3) and (4).

If m = 3, there are also two topologically different patterns {abbacc} and {abcabc} (note, the

state {aabbcc} can never occur by the same reason of the forbiddance of aaabbb structure). For

m = 4, we have a unique PS state, i.e., the abcbad state. The detailed discussion on the spatial

transformations, the equations on the submanifolds of these PS states, and the corresponding linear

dynamics transversal to these submanifolds are given in the Appendix.

There is no pattern for m = 5 with six oscillators, and m = 6 corresponds to the case of no

kind of synchronization. Therefore, we have learned that, apart from the completely synchronized

and fully desynchronized solutions, the system of coupled six Rossler oscillators has five kinds of

non-trivial PS solutions, they are {ababab}, {aabaab}, {abbacc}, {abcabc}, and {abcbad}, their

instabilities are determined by their largest conditional LE, A, transverse to the corresponding

partially synchronized manifolds.

III. PARTIALLY SYNCHRONIZED STATES AND THEIR TRANSVERSE

STABILITIES

After deriving all the equations for the PS solutions on various synchronous invariant subman-

ifolds and for the stabilities of these solutions, we can now numerically compute all these solutions

and specify their stabilities. For doing this, we compute two kinds of LE's. First, we calculate the

two largest LE's in the invariant submanifolds to classify the PS solutions, i.e., to distinguish pe-

riodic solution (one zero LE and one negative), quasiperiodic motion (two zero LE's), and chaotic



state (at least one positive LE). Second, we compute the largest transverse LE, A, of the corre-

sponding PS solution for determining its stability, i.e., negative (positive) A indicates the local

stability (instability) of this PS state.

We start with m — 1, the CS state. The two largest LE's in the invariant subspace, LI and LI,

and the largest transversal LE, A, are plotted versus the coupling parameter e in Fig. l(a) and (b),

respectively. Prom Fig. 1, it is shown that there is only a single synchronous chaotic solution for

this trivial case, the chaotic state of a single Rossler oscillator. This complete synchronous chaos

is stable for e > 0.087 (called as CSC) since A < 0 there, and it is unstable otherwise.

Next, we come to the two PS cases for m — 2 : {ababab} and {aabaab}. For {ababab}, L1,L2

and A are presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. LI and L2 are obtained from Eqs.(3) in

the corresponding subspace, while A comes from the computation of Eqs.(4). From Fig. 2(b) one

can find two stability regions. One region with e > 0.087 corresponds to a chaotic ababab motion

degenerating to the CSC (a = b), the other region is around e = 0.2 where we find stable partially

synchronous periodic motion (PSP). In Fig. 2(c) and (d) we do the same as (a) and (b) with the

{aabaab} partially synchronous structure being considered, and we observe also two stable regions.

One region with e > 0.087 corresponds again to the CSC state, and the other around e & 0.0075

allows stable PSP {aabaab} motion.

In Fig. 3 we do the same as Fig. 2 by having m = 3 and {abbacc} and {abcabc} spatial

structures considered, respectively. For the case of {abbacc}, new type of solutions appear. Figure

3 shows that, in addition to the stable periodic states for small e , there are other periodic and

chaotic states keeping stable for 0.059 < e < 0.087. Partially synchronous chaotic state is called

as PSC. For {abcabc}, one can find PSP only for relatively small e, similar to the case of m = 2.

For m = 4 we have a single spatial structure {abcbad} only. The corresponding Lyapunov

exponents are plotted in Fig. 4. The curves of LI, LI and A in Fig. 4(a) and (b) show that

the temporal behavior in this submanifold of this spatial structure is rich. In particular, we can

find stable partially synchronous quasiperiodic motion in the region 0.060 < e < 0.068, which can

bifurcate to partially synchronous chaos with the same abcbad structure by increasing s. Moreover,

we find a stable partially synchronous (in the way of abcbad) periodic state for 0.087 < e < 0.091,

which coexists with the completely synchronous chaotic state.

IV. THE ACTUAL STATE OF THE ORIGINAL COUPLED OSCILLATORS

All the results in Fig. 1-Fig. 4 are from the dynamics of various invariant subspaces of the

system and their transversal remainders. In this section, we investigate their corresponding actual

states by directly computing the original system Eqs.(l). From Fig. 1 to Fig. 4, we note that

there are multiple stable solutions of CS and PS coexisting in some coupling ranges. So, in order

to surely obtain certain PS solutions, we have to restrict the initial states in the vicinity of the

wanted pattern, the problem about the attracting basins of the PS states will be discussed later



in the conclusion section. In the following, we take the same order as the last section and present

the actual states for all of the PS patterns one by one.

For m = l, the completely synchronous state takes the chaotic orbit of a single Rossler oscillator,

and all oscillators have an identical trajectory.

For the stable {ababab} structure both a and b oscillators have the same period-2 orbit [Fig.

5(a)], but they take different phases on the orbit [see the two circle in Fig. 5(a) and also see Fig.

5(b)]. The oscillators a and b in the {aabaab} structure become slightly different [see Figs.5(c)],

the phase relation between a and b for this structure is shown in Fig. 5(d).

The characteristic features of the {abbacc} PSP state, shown in Fig. 6, are particularly inter-

esting. Both b and c oscillators take the same period-6 orbit [see Fig. 6(a)] while the phases of b

and c are different [see Fig. 6(b)]. However, the oscillators a have a period-3 orbit [see Fig. 6(c)].

How a period-3 orbit can exist under the interactions of period-6 signals? The reason is that both

xi,(t) and xc(t) have period-6 orbits while the total coupling to an oscillator a, e[xb(t) + xc(t)},

can become of period-3 after summation, that can be seen in Fig. 6(d). There is also a chaotic

{abbacc} PSC state, the spatiotemporal behavior is not striking and we do not show it here. We

find two kinds of {abcabc} PSP states, and one example is exhibited in Fig. 7. For the case in Fig.

7, the a, b, and c oscillators take the same period-3 orbit [see Fig. 7(a)], while they array in abc

with T/3 (T is the period) phase difference [see the circles indicated in Fig. 7 (a), and the phase

relation in (b) where the thick and thin curves are symmetric against the diagonal line]. The other

{abcabc} PSP case considered, is similar to that of Fig. 6 . The existence of both period-2 and

period-4 orbits and the reasoning for this seemly peculiar phenomenon are exactly the same as of

Fig. 6.

Figure 8 shows the {abcbad} (m = 4) PSP, PSQ and PSC states, respectively. The a and b

periodic oscillators have the same orbit, but take different phases. Similar spatial relations can be

also observed for the PSQ [Fig. 8(c) and (d)] and PSC [Fig. 8(e) and (f)] states.

In all the figures from Fig. 5 to Fig. 8, we show the dynamic behavior of various stable

configurations of the system. It is interesting to investigate how some of these patterns appear via

different bifurcations and symmetry breakings by varying the control parameters. For this sake, we

start from the CSC state of e > ec, and perform our numerical simulation by continually reducing

£ (the step for e change is As — 0.001). For each e we run the system (1) by taking the ending

state for the previous coupling as the initial state for the current coupling. Small noise is used to

exclude any unstable states. In Fig. 9, we plot the three largest Lyapunov exponents of the system

state, realized in the above process, versus the coupling intensity e. We find, at e = ec ~ 0.087,

a translational symmetry breaking ( the orientation symmetry is still kept) occurs, which brings

the system from CSC state to the partially synchronous periodic state (PSP) of structure abcbad

(still a very small probability exists for the system to approach the abbacc structure if noise is very

small, this branch is not shown in Fig. 9). Further reducing e, the abcbad PSP state is replaced

by a partially synchronous quasi-periodic state (PSQ) via Hopf bifurcation with the same spatial



abcbad structure at e = 0.067. A bifurcation of Ruelle-Taken type occurs at e « 0.056, then

this PSQ bifurcates to the PSC chaotic abcbad state. After e < 0.048, the branch of stable PS

solution Fig. 9 stops to exist, the system jumps to the state of desynchronization abcdef chaotic

structure via on-off intermittency between the identical sites of PSC. By continually decreasing

e, this desynchronous chaos may be interrupted by two periodic windows, one ababab PSP the

other aabaab and abcabc PSP via saddle-node bifurcation, and finally returns back to the fully

desynchronous chaos till e = 0..

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we have investigated partially synchronous states of coupled chaotic Rossler oscil-

lators in detail. We have revealed very rich spatial structures for the partial synchronization. The

overall demonstration about the distribution of various stable PS and CS states is presented in Fig.

10(a), where the state {abcdef} represents the entirely desynchronous oscillators. Different spatial

structures represent distinctive spatial symmetry breakings and retain different symmetries. For

instance, the {ababab} structure breaks the symmetry of X{ —>• Xj+i, but it keeps the symmetry of

Xi —»• Xi+2, moreover, it still keeps the orientation symmetry (i.e., the state is invariant between the

clockwise and anticlockwise orientations). The {aabaab} and {abcabc} states break the symmetries

of Xi —> Xf4-i and Xj —» £i+2, but still keep the symmetry of Xi —> £1+3. However, the {aabaab}

state keeps the orientation symmetry while {abcabc} not. The states {abbacc} and {abcbad} break

all translation symmetries for x; —> Xi+j, j = 1,2,3,4,5, but both keep the orientation symmetry.

It is emphasized that the above classifications can be degenerated in certain regions. For

instance, all PS states except the {abcbad} state reduce to the stable CSC {aaaaaa} state by

degenerating a = b = c for e > 0.087. The {abcbad} (m = 4) state can degenerate to {aacaac}

(m = 2) and {ababab} (m = 2) states by setting a = b, c = d, and c = a, d — b, respectively.

The {abcabc}, {abbacc} states can degenerates to {abbabb} state. Similar degenerating processes

from large m to small m can be observed for other structures. In Fig. 10(b), we represent all

degenerated patterns in Fig. 10(a) by the pattern with the least m, some patterns with large m in

(a) disappear in (b).

It is also emphasized that the above partially synchronous states can be easily observed in the

original coupled system. For instance, in the coupling regions 0.020 < s < 0.025 and 0.050 <

e < 0.087, we can observe only the PS state in Eqs.(l) from arbitrary initial conditions. The

transitions from completely desynchronous chaos to PS states correspond to distinctive collapses

of the system state from high-dimensional variable space to different low-dimensional invariant

subspaces. Moreover, the temporal behaviors of PS states are also very rich. The states can be

periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic, depending on parameter combinations [referring to Figs. 9 and

10].

In this paper we focus on the particular model of coupled Rossler oscillators with N = 6 only

8



for the specification of demonstration. The similar analysis can be applied to different N, and

similar PS states can be found identically. The applications of the study to other coupled identical

chaotic oscillators are also straightforward.

This work is supported by the National Science Foundation of China, Nonlinear Science Project,

and Doctoral Program Foundation of Institute of Higher Education.

APPENDIX

Given the {abbacc} state, the 3 x ZD invariant submanifold is defined by r\=r$,r2=r3 and

r^—r%. By the following transformation

r-4, R2=r2 + rz

r6, Ri=n - r4

we can derive nine equations

Xx= -Yx - Zi + e(X2 + X3- 2Xx)

Yi= Xi + aYx + s(Y2 + Y3- 2Y{)

Zi= 2b + \ZXXX - cZx + e(Z2 + Z3 - 2Z{)

X2= ~Y2 -Z2 + e{Xx - X2)

y 2 = X2 + aY2 + e(¥i - Y2) (A2)

Z2= 26 + \Z2X2 - cZ2 + e{Zx - Z2)

X3= ~Y3 - Z3 + s(X! - X3)

Y3= X3 + aY3 + e{Yx - Y3)

Z3= 2b + \Z3X3 - cZ3 + e(Zi - Z3)

for the motion on the synchronous invariant submanifold, and determine the stability of the given

partially synchronized pattern by the set of equations



i= -8Y4 - 8Z4 + e{8X5 - 8X6 - 28X4)

8Y4= 8X4 + a8Y4 + e(8Y5 - 8Y6 - 28X4)

8Z4— ^ZXSX4 + ̂ XX5Z4 — c8Z4 + £(SZ$ — 5ZQ — 26Z4)

SX$= — 5Y§ — 5Z$ + e(SX4 — 3^X5)

8Y5= 6X5 + aSY5 + e(SY4 - 36Y5) (A3)

SXQ= — 8YQ — 5ZQ + e(—35X& — SX4)

5Y6= SX6 + a6Y6 + e(-36Y6 - 8Y4)

O£Q= 2^30^6 + 2^-3 6 ~ CCZiQ + €{—00/06 — 0Z/4)

The evolution equations and stability equations for {abcabc} patterns can be specified in a similar

manner. We will not repeat the detail.

For m = 4, only one possible pattern exists, it is {abcbad}. Now the transformation reads

hi i ~~~Tt~i ~r~ fti ffo—T*o "T* T*A

which leads to the evolution equations

- A l = —1 x — ̂ 1 ~r £^ / .A4 •+• ̂ 2 — ^-A-l)

Yx= Xx + aYx + e(2Y4 + Y2- 2YX)

Zi= 2b + \ZXXX - cZx + e{2Z4 + Z2- 2ZX)

X2= —Y2 — Z2 + E(XX + 2X3 — 2X2)

Y2= X2 + aY2 + e{Yx + 2Y3 - 2Y2)

Z2= 2b + iZ 2 X 2 - cZ2 + e{Zx + 2Z3 - 2Z2)
(A5)

A3— — J3 — //3 -h £ ^ 2 — ̂ A3j

y3=^3 + ay3 + £(y2-2y3)

Z 3= 6 + Z3X3 - cZ3 + e(Z2 - 2Z3)

-/V4— •* 4 ^ 4 *" £-\"'''*-l Zij\^\

Y4= X4 + aY4 + e{Yx - 2y4)

Z4= b + Z4X4 - cZ4 + e{Zx - 2Z4)

10



in the submanifold and the transverse stability is determined by

8X5= -SY5 - 8Z5 + e(6Xe - 28X5)

SY5= 8X5 + a5Y5 + e(6Y6 - 26Yb)

SZ5= \Zx5Xs + \XxbZh - c<5Z5 + e{6Z6 - 28Z5)
(A6)

5X6= -8Ye - 6Z6 + s{5X5 - 26X6)

= 8X6 + aSY6 + e(8Y5 - 26Y6)

\ \ - cSZ6 + e(8Z5 - 28Z6)

11
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Figure Captions

FIG. 1. (a) The largest Lyapunov exponents LI and LI versus coupling parameter e in the

submanifold {aaaaaa} (m = 1). (b) The transversal largest Lyapunov exponent A versus e corre-

sponding to (a).

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1 with (a) and (b) {ababab} (m = 2); (c) and (d) {aabaab} (m = 2)

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 1 with (a) and (b) {abbacc} (m = 3); (c) and (d) {abcabc} (m = 3).

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 1 with {abcbad} (m = 4).

FIG. 5. (a) and (b) Periodic oscillations for the pattern of {ababab} with e = 0.025. (a) xa<b vs

Va,bi (b) xa vs Xb- (c) and (d) Periodic oscillations for the pattern of {aabaab} with e = 0.008.

(c) xa vs ya: solid curve; Xf, vs y&r dashed curve, (d) xa vs Xb- The letters a and b in the figure

indicate the positions of the a and b sites at an arbitrary instant. This notation also is used in all

Figs. 5-8.

FIG. 6. Periodic oscillation in the pattern of {abbacc} with e — 0.007. (a) Xb>c vs y&)C. (b) Xf,

vs xc. (c) xa vs ya. (d) Xb + xc vs yj, + yc.

FIG. 7. Periodic oscillation in the pattern of {abcabc} with e = 0.005. (a) £a,fc,c vs ya,6,c- (b)

xa vs xh,c-

FIG. 8. (a) and (b) Periodic oscillation in the pattern of {abcbad} with e = 0.085. (a) xa>b

vs ya,b- (b) xCtd vs yC)d- (c) and (d) Quasiperiodic oscillation in the pattern of {abcbad} with

e = 0.065. (c) xajb vs yaj6- (d) xCid vs yC]d. (e) and (f) Chaotic oscillation in the pattern of

{abcbad} with e = 0.053. (e) xa,b vs ya>b. (f) £C)d vs yC)d.

FIG. 9. The largest three Lyapunov exponents vs. e. We start from e > ec. SC: synchronous

chaos; PSC: partially synchronous chaos; PSP: partially synchronous periodic motion; PSQ: par-

tially synchronous quasiperiodic motion.

FIG. 10. (a) Overall demonstration of the system dynamics. The state {abcdef} represents

the entirely desynchronous state. (b) The same as (a) with the degenerated patterns with large

m being cancelled.
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